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Blood Moon Productions, a feisty independent press known for its occasionally lurid exposés of
celebrity secrets, proudly announces the release, in time for the presidential elections of 2016,  of
yet another overview of a flamboyantly outspoken politico, DONALD TRUMP. 

Conceived as a follow-up to earlier titles devoted to the Clintons, the Reagans, the Kennedys, and
dozens of figures from the entertainment industry, Donald Trump, The Man Who Would Be King incorporates a  raft of controversial
DONALD insights, many of them deriving from his presidential ambitions, accumulated into one artfully salacious volume. Promotional
literature describes it like this:

***  

To millions of ardent fans, Donald Trump will restore the American Dream. To his enemies, he is the country’s worst nightmare—a braggart,
a fraud, a false prophet, and, to the most extreme of the Evangelists, “the Anti-Christ.”  Whether he eventually occupies 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue or not, he remains one of the most reviled and envied men on the planet.  

In Blood Moon’s latest release, authors Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince present the most revelatory profile of “The Donald”—uncen-
sored, unexpurgated, and sometimes embarrassingly intimate. 

“Like Don Quixote, I’ve dreamed the Impossible Dream,” proclaims Donald Trump. “That was to marry Princess Di after her 1996 divorce
from that Charles guy.  Alas, it was not meant to be. But, back to reality, I’m dreaming no more when I plan to become the next President
of the United States.” 

This fast-moving exposé provides an unvarnished inside look at America’s most famous oversized billionaire, empire builder, and aspirant
politico. Trump is presented in all his glory (or vainglory)—corporate swashbuckler, modern day Midas, master wheeler-dealer, ubiquitous
TV celebrity of cult status, Reagan-era Gilded Age mojo, guru for wannabe millionaires, master of schmaltz, choreographer of “The Deal,”
mogul Kahuna, a gossip columnist’s steak dinner, the Barnum of hot press and self-promotion, global magnate, real estate tycoon, gambling
casino kingpin, the past landlord of such controversial tenants as Liberace and Michael Jackson. And, finally, a Don Juan of the boudoir. 

“To hell with political correctness. I call a rapist a rapist. What other politician has the cojones to tell the country the truth that Obama was
born in Kenya, not Hawaii?”

Political goals are not his only reasons for living. He also enjoys his favorite things—money (“piles of it”), women (“without them, there is
nothing); Oreos, golf, juicy hamburgers, the James Bond movie Goldfinger, and toilet bowls made of gold. 

In his quest to find “the right woman,” he has already bagged three beautiful wives—Ivana, Marla Maples, and Melania. Along the way, he
pursued European model Carla Bruni, who later married French president Nicholas Sarkozy. Reportedly, dozens of women “threw them-
selves at me,” including movie star Kim Basinger and pop singer Madonna.

Another woman of a different stripe might enter his life: He claims that if he is nominated, he might ask Oprah Winfrey to become his vice
presidential running mate. “She’s popular, brilliant…a wonderful woman. And she would take half the crucial African American vote away
from Hillary, the worst Secretary of State in America’s history.” 

Love him or hate him, Donald Trump has fascinated millions of Americans, inspiring legends and myths.  He is also a man of mystery—
“an enigma wrapped in a riddle.” In a rare moment of introspection, he said, “There is something crazy hot, a phenomenon out there about
me, but I’m not sure I can define it. And I’m not sure I want to.” 
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